
INTRODUCTION

This issue begins with an unusual and provocative article by the philosopher David Oderberg. He
claims that contemporary liberal societies frequently pressure individuals to act against their
consciences, and builds a case for Freedom of Dissociation as a counterpart to Freedom of
Association.

Using panel data from Los Angeles, Kerry A. Adzima finds that students from charter schools
outperform those from traditional public schools in college preparation tests. This seems to give
empirical support for offering choice in schooling.

Nicos Zafiris argues, counter-intuitively, that intergenerational welfare equity is improved if quasi-
public assets are financed by borrowing.

In a prize-winning essay published here for the first time, Nikolay Anguelov finds evidence that
reduced corporate taxes can increase foreign direct investment but may not promote overall
economic growth in developing economies.

The distinguished German economist Hans-Werner Sinn reappraises Karl Marx’s analysis of
capitalism. In an article which is highly critical of recent macroeconomic policy, he argues thatMarx’s
assertion that capitalismwill ultimately perish because of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall may
prove true, albeit in a different way from that which Marx imagined.

David Conway claims that Judaism is, in its attitude to the public provision of welfare, in closer
accord with classical liberalism than with social democracy. He goes on to point to the problems
caused by the influence of ultra-orthodox Haredim and their increasing tendency to withdraw from
the economy and rely on support by the state.

Andreas R. Dombret and Roman Goldbach of the Deutsche Bundesbank are concerned that rising
house prices and ultra-low interest rates in Germany are threatening a new banking crisis.

Caleb S. Fuller andDavid S. Lucas are intrigued that political rallies are free to attend. They suggest
that this is done to influence the composition of audiences rather than tomaximise campaign income.

China’s interest rate liberalisation does not seem to have passed through to commercial banks as
expected.Kerry Liu examines the evidence and hypothesises that this may have to dowith increasing
risk premia.

In the Discussion section, Christopher Snowdon argues that the UK’s alcohol taxation system is
irrational and advocates a common tax per unit of alcohol,Paul Robinson attacks theNATOdefence
spending target of 2 per cent of GDP, whileDeirdre McCloskey takes issue with the Review Article
of her work in the previous issue of this journal.
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This issue’s Review Article by Martin Rhonheimer examines the relationship between ethics and
economics, and concludes that voluntary exchange is an area to which ‘virtue ethics’ is applicable and
of potential interest to economists

J. R. Shackleton
Editor

Economic Affairs is keen to encourage new, especially younger, contributors. We offer a limited
number of £300 awards for accepted articles by doctoral students. If you wish to be considered for such
an award, please indicate this to the editor at the time of submission.
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